The concept of joint occupancy (also known as shared facilities or multiple-use buildings) involves combining schools with apartment dwellings, commercial space, or community services and offices. Many leading educators and economists recommend this approach as a solution to both public and private urban school needs. Surveyed in this review are 13 documents and journal articles previously cited in RIE, ERIC's monthly abstract catalogs, dealing with methods of planning, financing, and constructing joint occupancy facilities for all educational levels. (Author)
Whether the idea is simple economic self-interest, the preservation of housing, or building new kinds of urban communities, the principle is roughly the same: how to use scarce land to the greatest public and private advantage... We cannot assume that land for schools can be put aside in perpetuity and never contribute to the fiscal health of a city beyond the contribution of educating children. To survive, schools must contribute significantly to the physical as well as the human renewal of cities.

Clinchy (1970)

The concept of joint occupancy (also known as shared facilities or multiple-use buildings) involves combining schools with apartment dwellings, commercial space, or community services and offices. Many leading educators and economists recommend this approach as a solution to both public and private urban school needs. Although it presents complex legal problems in some states, joint occupancy is attractive because it can provide needed schools and reduce the financial impact of school construction costs.

The design of a joint-occupancy project varies substantially according to the characteristics and needs of each community. It is usually composed of a single structure or complex of mixed public and private uses, jointly designed, constructed, and operated by the participating parties. When local conditions and state laws permit, shared facilities may be arranged through lease or sale of air rights above school-owned land. In some cases, educational and other facilities are built in contiguous structures on adjoining sites.
ECONOMIC AND EDUCATIONAL BENEFITS

Because joint occupancy promises significant economic benefits to urban school districts, it is often dealt with in documents presenting a range of financing and construction alternatives. In one such document, published by the Educational Facilities Laboratories, Inc. (1971), the use of shared facilities is described as one of eight financing alternatives used successfully by school districts. EFL identifies three ways in which school districts and other community agencies may cooperate to build a common, shared facility.

First, the school district can build the facility and lease it to other agencies, using the income to offset capital and operating expenses. This method does not benefit the district financially, but it does help the city avoid the cost of duplicate facilities.

Second, the district can ask the other agency to build the facility in conjunction with a new school. This reduces the capital cost and is attractive to districts with tight budgets. A third option shares first costs based on expected pro rata usage.

Cooperative use of the same facility can reduce a district's construction and maintenance costs, while providing, within the same physical structure, a range of public services in addition to education. EFL lists some prospective agencies willing to share facilities and discusses methods of working out cost-sharing formulas.

Joint occupancy receives attention in another EFL publication that focuses on design and construction alternatives for reducing the cost of educational space (Clinchy and others 1971). This document briefly discusses the concept and gives several examples of its application. Partnership arrangements for school-community complexes can be made with either private or public parties. Shared facilities offer a valuable tool for city planners seeking to provide a package of community services at one time.

Treat joint occupancy within the context of places and things for experimental schools, Molloy and others (1972) identify four advantages:

- Sharing instead of competing with other enterprises for land, space, site acquisition, problems
- Property taxes paid by commercial partners increase the tax base
- The city is able to acquire sites for other community or subsidized facilities such as libraries, health centers, or subsidized housing
- Both facilities and programs may be shared under this concept. For example, an office building built over a commercial high school offers possibilities for work/study programs; apartment dwellers in a similar arrangement could use the school's recreational facilities.

These authors describe New York City's shared-facilities projects and present a chart listing current projects in the city and the United States.

In addition to the obvious financial benefits of sharing facilities, joint occupancy suggests a solution to many urban social and educational problems. By blending schools with community facilities serving varied ethnic groups and income levels, the concept "creates a new environment, a kind of small city with a life of its own but also intimately connected with its neighborhood and the rest of the larger city" (Clinchy 1970). Clinchy's comprehensive and well-illustrated survey of joint occupancy projects gives the background, physical characteristics, and advantages of ten...
significant examples. Cases studied include instances of shared sites, shared buildings, and total environment projects relating parts structurally and functionally.

Clinchy also reports several prerequisites necessary for a successful sharing of facilities. All parties involved must be willing to work out long series of details and make the necessary compromises to achieve the desired result. One of the participants should serve as a single coordinating agent. It is also important that legal mechanisms exist or be created to make joint occupancy possible. In some states, legislative action may be required to facilitate sharing among public and private parties. It may be necessary to form entirely new legal entities.

NEW YORK CITY

The New York Educational Construction Fund (ECF) was created in 1966 to carry out an imaginative program of urban development by constructing public schools as part of multiple-use structures. Nelson (1969) explains that ECF is a self-sustaining corporation established to stimulate economic construction through leasing a school's air rights and adjacent property to private developers. It can issue its own bonds outside the city's debt limit and retire the bonds with income received from the commercial partner. The developer constructs both the school and the nonschool parts of the facility.

Nelson reports that multiuse building adds a new dimension to community development, leading to a greater integration of school, home, and business aspects of urban life. In addition, the sizes of new schools can be economically reduced, thereby creating a more personal atmosphere for learning.

ECF’s use of modern design and construction techniques permits schools to be open more hours and generally serve as focal points of the community. To ensure total acceptance of its projects, the fund is involved in the total planning process of the city, submitting itself to review by both city agencies and local community groups.

P.S. 126, a three-story elementary school sharing its site with a twenty-five-story moderate-income apartment development, is the first ECF project to be completed ("Buildings..." 1972 and "Joint Occupancy Projects..." 1972). The fund currently has plans for twenty-three more such facilities: twenty-one school/apartment combinations and two school/office building units. Total expected costs of these projects will be approximately $180 million for the schools and $360 million for the commercial spaces.

Under the ECF arrangement, the developer agrees to build the school in order to benefit from ownership of the commercial or housing development. He must finance the nonschool portion independently, but is relieved of land acquisition costs.

Two New York architects discuss their experiences with air-rights construction in Progressive Architecture ("Architectural Acrobatics" 1973). Air rights conventionally refers to "piggyback" construction of one building directly over another building (as in some joint occupancy projects) or over public areas such as roadways, rivers, or railroads. The architects agree that this type of construction frequently has more hidden problems than advantages. Instead, they recommend "contiguous" projects as eliminating some of the expensive engineering costs of piggyback buildings.

A contiguous solution depends on city ordinances defining how much volume may be built on a given plot and whether unused volume from one piece of land may be
transferred to an adjacent building. When possible, joint-occupancy projects can be built with school buildings girdling high-rise income-producing structures, as is the case with ECF's P.S. 126. As an added advantage of this approach, the roof of the school may serve as a playground and recreation area for both students and apartment dwellers.

A detailed discussion of joint occupancy appears in Lieberman's (1972) report on the educational facility options available in New York City. Much of the impetus behind New York's shared-facility projects has come in response to overcrowding of existing schools by children from new apartment complexes. As a result, residents of several areas of the city have opposed new construction until there are guarantees of adequate supporting services.

Lieberman identifies several efforts by the city to remedy this situation, including full-sized, ECF-sponsored joint-occupancy schools and schools built by the city's housing authority alongside of housing projects. The New York City Board of Education has asked that shared facility schools be located within the apartment structure itself, perhaps on the first and/or second floors. Lieberman lists criteria for such schools:

- The educational program will be based on the open-space concept
- There should be a minimum of 6,000 square feet of floor space
- Access to school space should be separate from the apartment entrance
- Play space must be accessible from the school and usable by housing residents after school hours
- Spaces should be air-conditioned for year-round use

Lieberman identifies seven efforts by the city to remedy this situation, including full-sized, ECF-sponsored joint-occupancy schools and schools built by the city's housing authority alongside of housing projects.

An early publication by Clinchy (1960) reports on one of the first experiments in joining school facilities and urban public housing projects. The school is located on the ground floors of three separate units of a public housing project in Queens, New York City. Proximity of both students and parents to the school eliminates transportation problems and strengthens parent-teacher relations. In this type of joint occupancy, options exist for expanding or contracting the school to match enrollments and avoid leaving school space vacant.

Major difficulties of the plan pertain to distribution of administration and maintenance services. In this particular case, additional troubles were caused by the fact that none of the spaces were originally designed for school use. Clinchy notes that the school served as a focal point for the housing project and was used by adults for more hours and purposes than was the case in the typical New York school at that time.

**Higher Education**

An unprecedented level of higher educational facility sharing is currently being explored in the development of a super-campus in Denver, Colorado ("Auraria...," 1973). The progress and success of the Auraria Higher Education Center, particularly with respect to major political issues of ownership and control, provides valuable information for future experiments in shared facilities.

Intended to reduce duplication of effort and facilities among the city's three public institutes of higher education, the concept originally called for a "shared cluster" of buildings that would fill about 30 percent of the total space planned for the site. This would include all physical education facilities, most central services, and major elements of the library, student activity, and administrative units of each participating college. The remaining space was to be used separately by each college.
Intervening political and financial factors caused the original plan of specialized shared facilities to be altered so that almost every building on the proposed super-campus will be shared among the three colleges. The campus plan is being developed jointly by five architectural and planning firms. Architects will then be selected (not necessarily from the firms involved in the overall planning) to design individual buildings. Complete occupancy is projected for fall 1976.

A detailed site master plan for the Auraria Center (Auraria Higher Education Center 1971) describes and illustrates the relationship between the center's architectural characteristics and its educational and community goals. Site master planning is explained as the key element leading to the development of a total facility that will provide an effective and aesthetically pleasing environment. Each site plan drawing deals with a specific planning response to the "form generators" identified for the center. Form generators are those forces combining to influence educational design—for example, the students and faculty of the participating institutions, the city of Denver and its planning goals, the city transportation system, various environmental considerations, and the use of interim facilities. Plans are also given for street networks, mass transit, pedestrian circulation, energy distribution, expansion potential, and preliminary cost estimates. Care is taken to preserve the existing historical buildings on the site.

A recent article in Planning for Higher Education ("Baltimore..." 1973) describes the unsuccessful attempts of one college to share its facilities with commercial interests. Planners for a community college in Baltimore reasoned that sharing its campus with neighborhood commercial enterprises would provide excellent work-study opportunities, avoid development of the college as an isolated island within the community, and provide additional income from rental of campus space to businesses. Joint occupancy of the same site would also avoid displacement of a wide range of commercial services vital to the community as a whole. Despite the logic of these advantages, bureaucratic inertia and laws governing financing of public buildings prevented construction of the proposed campus.
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